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Hey Stephanie,
Are you ready for 6 more weeks of winter according to Punxsutawney Phil?
❄️
Although the groundhog saw his shadow this year, it’s kind of felt like
Groundhog Day for a while.
We’ve got some news to break you out of that cycle. We’ll be starting a weekly
Q&A blog post soon that will highlight our community members’ Slack
conversations. You all chat about such great topics, and we want to ensure
some of this chatter gets shared to the world beyond just Slack. Keep an eye
out on our blog for updates.
If you haven’t already, subscribe to the Support Driven podcast here. We’d
love to know what you think so far, so feel free to drop @Scott a line on Slack
with your thoughts.
ICYMI: We started an #inspiration-and-quotes channel. This is a space where
you can share what’s inspiring you or get inspired by others. Consider
joining and let us know what’s motivating you to get outta bed today, or a quote
you can’t get off your mind.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1690868928987352729&simpl=msg-f%3A1690868928987352729
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When people join our Slack community, they tend to either know their way
around Slack and can easily hop into conversations and answer questions, or
are unsure of where to begin. Scott and the onboarding team (@Cyn,
@VladShlosberg, and @KnowledgeBird) want to create a channel that new
members would automatically join. What do you think of the name, #welcomewagon? If you have ideas on how we could better help newbies in our
community, let us know here.
Please enjoy this week’s highlights.
Warm wishes,
@StephanieJadeWong

Featured Community Member
Michelle is a Support Manager at Skilljar, and has been a Support
Driven member for the past two years.
“(Support Driven) It’s filled with the most brilliant industry minds
who have helped me crowdsource solutions, develop ideas and
get feedback on strategic plans that empower me to scale with
efficiency and excellence. Support Driven is the place to be for
ideas, growth and support.”
To help the community connect on LinkedIn, we're featuring a
community member's experience with Support Driven. If you'd like
to be featured in future newsletters, add Support Driven to your
LinkedIn Profile.

Community Conversations

@JasonChan in #chit-chat:
"Hello everyone! I've been quite passive recently browsing through the
channels, but here I am again with a question!
We're hiring Technical Support candidates and I'm wondering if
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1690868928987352729&simpl=msg-f%3A1690868928987352729
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people have specific ways to test them, and what you're trying to
uncover from that?
Right now, we have situational based questions, and get the candidate to
take through their reasons on their approach. However I'm wondering if
we could actually be more diverse about this? Appreciate your time! ”

🙂

@dpotter in #leadership:
"Hey folks! For those hiring, I was curious what your feelings on cover
letters are?”
@ElizabethODonell in #career-development:

👋

"Hi all
I am in the process of writing up an internal interview plan for a
new role I am creating for our team and would love to hear what has and
has not worked for others who have taken a similar approach. TLDR: I
am creating a Supervisor role for our Support Escalations Team and
want to open it up as an opportunity for an internal promotion for
the current CSRs on the Support Escalations Team. This is the first
time my company is going to have an internal interview process for any
interested employees, so I'd like to learn more about the kinds of
questions I should include in this process, how to assess for potential
leadership capabilities and also what kind of presentation I should have
the candidates give as a part of that process. Additionally, open to
hearing any tips and tricks to ensure there is a smooth transition when
the time comes for one person to go from being everyone's peer to being
their direct manager. Thank you in advance!
@Sintija in #knowledge-management:
"Hey!
A question for those whose CS agents use Slack for asking questions
daily. How do you note and transfer questions about the company’s
products that are frequently asked internally by the CS agents on
various Slack channels? (where team leads or others usually reply to
those questions)

🙂

We’re building an internal knowledge base which is on a different
platform, and it’s a tough cookie to crack: how to manage the knowledge
that’s on those Slack channels, as well as the internal KB we’re building.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1690868928987352729&simpl=msg-f%3A1690868928987352729
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We can’t omit the Slack channel (because agents have to have a way to
ask stuff quickly and daily), but I’m not sure it’s possible/viable to get all
information on the KB platform, too. Our company has lots of product
lines with many products in majority of them - it’s literally tons of
information.
We want to reduce the number of places where an agent looks for
information to handle customers’ questions. Currently it’s a lot already - a
public self-service help page, a user community (with lots of custom
solutions and workarounds there), Slack channels, the new internal KB,
other website pages and resources…
If there’s anyone who’s found good solutions for this in a company with
lots of large product families, I’d be happy to connect via DM! It’s an
overwhelming task and tough to find examples online, and we’d
appreciate some real-life examples
Thank you!"<

🙂

@ClayTelfer in #customer-success:
“I'm putting together an all-customer survey (SaaS customers), and I've
got the usual stuff: NPS, CES, describe us in one word, what would you
like to improve, etc. I've got room for a few more questions, though,
and I'd love to hear what people's favorite questions are to ask your
subscription-based customers - especially if it's anything less common
that you've found gives valuable info!"
@SimonFerro in #knowledge-management:
Howdy everyone!
Any opinions as to what to use between Intercom or Zendesk for
hosting Knowledge base articles?

🤔

We are considering moving the knowledge base from Zendesk as we
have everything else on Intercom except the knowledge base. Any
opinions or different alternatives?
@victoria in #u-zendesk:
"On the topic of CSAT... i'm back with another question! can someone
advise on the best way to get all my CSAT data in a csv? i want all
surveyed convos, how they were rated (if they were), what the comment
was, etc.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1690868928987352729&simpl=msg-f%3A1690868928987352729
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can someone help me out the steps to get this data? i am clearly a
zendesk newbie and i don't want to fall down the help center rabbir hole.
":

😭

@JakeHartman in #knowledge-management:
"Hi Everyone! I am in the process of creating both an internal and
external knowledge base for my company. I’ve basically just started this
process. I dumped in everything I have so far into the internal knowledge
base and have a backlog of articles to create.
Currently, there are maybe like 5-7 external articles that I created. I have
a backlog of articles to create and am going to work with our CSM’s to
create ones for Program Admin’s as well.
I’m wondering if anyone that has more experience doing this has
any tips for organizing these in the best and most efficient way
possible. For internal KB, we are using Confluence and for external,
it will be ZD.
Thanks in advance for any help!"

What We're Reading
You're Doing the Best That You Can, written by @Matt Gilston
How to Keep Customers by Talking About More Than Your Product, written by
@BriAdams.

Job Opportunities

Feel free to DM the members who posted about these jobs on Slack.
Bloomberg Customer Support Representative, New York, NY, USA
Superhuman Customer Onboarding Specialist, Remote, East
Coast
Blueleaf Customer Support Representative, Remote, Boston
(@Vanessa)
AngelList Customer Support Specialist, Remote (@Brittany/bferg)
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1690868928987352729&simpl=msg-f%3A1690868928987352729
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PartnerHero Zendesk Operations Analyst, Full time
(@GabrielaMoreira)
Zapier Weekend Warrior, Remote (@tomwalker)
Docebo Support Specialist, Remote (@Cyn)
Roon Labs LLC Customer Success Specialist Remote,
(@kvnprsn)
See more listings in the #job-board Support Driven Slack channel.

Pic of the week
Join #silly to enter Johnathan's
Memery (all ye who dare)

Do you think this newsletter could be helpful to a friend or co-worker?
Forward it via email to them and share a one liner on why you think it could be helpful to
them.
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